We explicitly provide, in a simple way, the form of the conserved quantities of the one-dimensional Hubbard model. The method developed is based in a newly found factorization property of the local transition matrices, which is satisfied by several spin and fermion chain models. In this way, we have shown a systematic method for deriving the conserved quantities of integrable quantum systems. 
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The relation (1) is also satisfied by Tiv instead of X". With these definitions it is easy to prove the following relations between the local transition matrices X (8) and the H, (8):
+1,(8)X,(0) =X +1,(0)X,(0)H +1,(8), X +1,(0)X~, (8) =H +I,, (8)X +I,, (0)X,(0); (22) we also have for j~0 a'X J,(0) =( -l)jX j,(0)(2n, -1), X j,(0)a'=( -1)j(2n, -1)X,,(0), (23) For a chain with periodic boundary conditions, definition (14) after taking account of (6) and (13) After making use of (11), (23), and (24), we obtain N - 
where o denotes the products of Hp "/j! in such a way that if two or more suffixes of the H's are connected [like (j+1,j) and (j,j -I)] their ordering cannot be broken. For instance, we have
06,5,s 84,3,s 02, 1,s 81,6,s~2, 1,s01,6,s06, 5, sH4, 3,s +4,3,S02,1,SH1,6,SH6, 5,S
We call such a product the connected product and o is called the circle product. In general, C"", is the sum of the circle products of H, j "/j! among themselves whose exponent sum gj is n. 
where the matrix %(8, 8') has been given in Ref. 3 .
In brief, we wish to remark on the simplicity of the purely algebraical method used to derive the conserved quantities (conserved operators).
This method has proved to be systematic, and by using the quantum inverse scattering method formulated on a lattice, we have been able to discuss spin models and fermion models on an equal footing.
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The key relations in our treatment are the commutation relations among the local transition matrices and the H operators [see (22)-(24)1. We have obtained a compact formula for the transfer matrix which acts as the generator of the conserved quantities. Then, simply by expanding formula (25) in a power series of the spectral parameter, we can write down a sequence of conserved quantities.
Note that besides the N -1 conserved quantities that can be obtained by use of our method, the transfer matrix evaluated at 8 0, T(0), is also a conserved quantity.
Our conserved quantity C 2 (fermion model) and
